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Situation NCTL requirement University Requirement Directly Acceptable? Acceptable to consider a Special Case?

GCSE English/Maths/Science

with results awarded 

AUGUST only Grade 4/C or equivalent 

determined by institution
Grade 4/C in English Language

YES

Hardcopy of online results page 

verified by the school/college 

with a school/college stamp and accompanying signature (preferred method ).  NOTE: 

some exam boards will still provide the hard copy Provisional statement of results

N/A

(as some exam boards no 

longer provide provisional 

GCSE statements and they 

would not have yet received 

GCSE certificates before the 

start date of PGCE course)

YES

Hardcopy of online results page 

with accompanying letter:

- on school/college headed paper 

- confirming the subject and result 

- bearing the school/college stamp and original signature of the person issuing the 

letter

N/A

NOT AN ACCEPTABLE FORMAT:

We would not accept the results via e-mail.  

(potential for human error if sending out GCSE results for a number of applicants and 

difficult to establish whether the individual providing the confirmation has access to 

results and has the authority to share that with us)

N/A

Degree at

Third (or equivalent)

BUT also hold

Masters (or equivalent)
First (Bachelors with 

Honours) degree of a UK 

institution or equivalent

Masters accepted

YES

Verified certificates for both Third Bachelors and Masters required.

NCTL requirement = passed UG degree (the Third Bachelors degree) 

University requirement  = Masters 

Confirmed by Colin Sparrow 30/01/2018.

(But don't forget to ensure that any International Masters are shown to be equivalent 

to UK Masters level, in case they drop-down to only being Bachelors equivalent once 

equivalence is worked out). 

N/A

(As directly acceptable)

Degree at

Third (or equivalent)

BUT also hold

PG Diploma (or equivalent)

First (Bachelors with 

Honours) degree of a UK 

institution or equivalent

Degree/Masters accepted

NOT directly acceptable. We cannot use the PG Diploma or the third to clear the 

University degree entry requirement. 

However can be considered for Special Case submission.

YES - can be considered for Special 

Case

Degree at

Third (or equivalent)

BUT do not hold any higher 

qualification

First (Bachelors with 

Honours) degree of a UK 

institution or equivalent

NOT directly acceptable. We cannot use a Third class degree to automatically clear the 

University degree entry requirement 

However it can be considered for Special Case submission.

(It will just be less strong than if they had further qualifications)

YES - can be considered for Special 

Case

Non-Honours / Ordinary Degree  

(or equivalent)

BUT  do not hold any higher 

qualification

First (Bachelors with 

Honours) degree of a UK 

institution or equivalent 

required

NOT acceptable for Special Case consideration as does not meet NCTL degree criteria. 

08/03/2018

NOT able to be considered for Special 

Case

(BoS Nov 2018)


